
27 COLOR NECK WARMER
PATTERN CORRECTION

10.14.2022

THE COPY IN RED IS UPDATED

EXPERIENCE LEVEL

- Intermediate

MATERIALS

- Woolstok (Worsted) Bundle (100% Fine Highland Wool,  
27 mini hanks: 5g/12yds each): 1 bundle (27 Color)

- Size 7 (4.5mm) 16” circular needle, or size needed to 
obtain gauge

- Size H-8 (5.0mm) hook (for Crochet Provisional CO)

- Scrap yarn (for Crochet Provisional CO)

- Stitch holder(s) or waste yarn

- Spare needle to hold sts for grafting

- Stitch marker

- Tapestry needle

SIZE

- One

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS

- Width (flat): 7¾"

- Length (before grafting): 23¾"

GAUGE

- In charted pattern, 26 sts and 27 rnds = 4” unblocked

 
 
ABBREVIATIONS

BO:  bind off

ch (chain):  *yarn over hook, draw through loop on  
 hook to form chain stitch; repeat from * as many  
 times as instructed

CO:  cast on

FO:  fasten off

hk:  hook

kwise:  knitwise; as if to knit

ndl(s):  needle(s)

pm:  place marker

pwise:  purlwise; as if to purl

rem:  remain

rep:  repeat

rnd(s):  round(s)

sl:  slip 

st(s):  stitch(es)

WS:  wrong side

*:  repeat the directions between the asterisks as  
 many times as indicated.

 
 

NOTES: Cowl is worked in the round in one piece.

In order to stay within the specified yarn amounts (1 mini 
hank per color), use long tail cast on, check your gauge 
frequently throughout the project and leave tails between  
3 and 5”.

To adjust the circumference, cast on more or fewer 
stitches in multiples of 4. Please note that this will 
affect the total yardage.

FINISHING

Weave in all ends (except C27). Block to finished 
dimensions.

Return held sts to ndl. Remove provisional CO; place 
recovered sts onto spare ndl.

For a standard cowl, graft the ends together using C27 
and Kitchener Stitch. 

For a twisted cowl, lay the cowl flat, then flip one 
narrow edge 180 degrees before grafting the ends 
together using C27 and Kitchener Stitch (the placement 
of the stitches on the needles may need to be adjusted 
before grafting). 


